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From the 2011 September 7, Ruidoso News: 

Celebrating the cowboy way . . . 

 
Erick Bearer/Ruidoso News 

Above, Matthew Midgett of Nogal stands on a railing, waiting for the cows to come in. 

Labor Day morning began at the Bar-W Ranch, a few miles outside of Carrizozo, as 
first light began creeping over the mountains to silver grass and dusty orange skies. 
People huddled around the coffeepot to escape the cold wind blowing across the 
plains. "Mom, the cows are coming," said a wind-chapped boy, eagerly leaning over 
the steel bars of the cattle pen. 
And sure enough, the cows were coming. 
Up over the ridge from the north came a rising plume of dust that slowly resolved into 
a herd of cattle ringed by riders, accompanied by short exclamations of cowboy 
language, which roughly translated to "keep on moving, we're almost there." 
Moving quicker now, the riders hustled the lowing cattle through an open gate before 
dismounting and hurrying their way towards the waiting coffee and breakfast. 
"We aim to promote and honor the cowboy and his contribution to the American way 
of life," said Roland Caster, president of Carrizozo's Cowboy Days, a non-profit 
organization. "Patriotism, honor, loyalty, and work ethic are the virtues of the 
cowboy." 
The breakfast provided at the ranch came to visitors through donations by individuals 
and businesses, Caster said. 
After penning the cattle and chewing their way through some cowboy coffee, the 
riders got back to work, offering spectators another look into the life of the cowboy. 
Yep. That's how it was. I didn't know the photo had been taken until I saw it in the 
paper, but I will treasure it as a memento of a great day. In a tradition going back 
generations, the cattle were brought in just after sunrise, and we enjoyed a breakfast of 
homemade biscuits and gravy, and strong coffee made in a huge pot over the camp 
fire. 
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Here come the cattle. 
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Then everyone went into Carrizozo, a dusty little (and largely forgotten) high desert 
town, for their annual "Cowboy Days" parade, street fair, and - something new - 
"outhouse race". That's right, local organizations build regulation outhouses on wheels 
and race them down Main Street for charity. Only in New Mexico! 
The street fair had lots of vendors, children's rides, and a band. But the most popular attraction was the 
outhouse race! 
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Here one comes! The member of the crew "seated" inside had to place rolls of toilet paper over poles 
held on traffic cones. Not an easy task while spinning by! 
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On the way home, my old truck spotted some relatives in a yard off the highway. I swear I heard my 
truck whisper, "There but for the grace of God go I." 
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Always nice to be home. 
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In the gully below the barn. 

 

MM 
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So far, we have Certified our first four new Mounted (horse) Unit Search and Rescue 
members; and conducted our first combined "ground-pounder" (on foot) and 
"mounted" (horse unit) search and rescue training. It is a very good start! 
Our combined training exercise was held along the Blue Front Trail - one of Belle's favorites. It was a 
beautiful day for it, as we drove up to the trail head. 

 

On our way to join the others, Belle had a snack . . . 
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. . . and admired the little wildflowers. 

 

Here is part of our group. It was helpful for those on foot to see the horses in action. 
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In fact, I think they became a little envious as we made a very long, steep climb! As you can see, it was 
no test for the horses; they even enjoyed a snack along the way. 

 

At the top, we stopped to rest, and used the opportunity to practice a mock rescue - helping an "injured 
subject" who had been "transported to safety on a horse" out of the saddle and down to the ground. 
Despite appearances, it went well and we considered it useful training. 
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For her cooperative participation in the training, Belle was rewarded with more grazing. It's nice that she 
accepts these outings - without her guys - with such ease. 
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White Mountain Search and Rescue had hoped to add a Certified Mounted Unit for many years; looks 
like we finally did it! 

 

MM 
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There is more to the history of New Mexico than cowboys and Indians. 

 

On August 19, 1939, the German luxury liner S.S. Columbus set sail with 1650 
passengers and 587 crew on a Mediterranean cruise. Filled with art and fine 
furnishings, she was once the sixth largest ship in the world, and the pride of the 
North German Lloyd Line. The grand ship was allowed to sail as scheduled in order 
not to expose Hitler's secretly-planned invasion of Poland on September 1st - the 
beginning of WWII. With the invasion of Poland, the Columbus, and her civilian crew, 
became non-combatant enemies of the British Allies. 

To evade British war ships that were ordered to capture her, Captain Daehne was 
commanded to race the great ship across the Atlantic to neutral Cuba, where the 
passengers were offloaded. She then sailed to Vera Cruz to await orders. 

On December 12, 1939, Daehne finally received word directly from Hitler to sail 
immediately for Germany - but under no circumstances to allow the ship to be 
captured by the English blockade in the Atlantic. Traveling at top speed along the 
American coast in unusually fine and clear weather, the big ship was spotted by both 
the British warship HMS Hyperion, and the American heavy cruiser USS Tuscaloosa. 
Since the United States was not then at war with Germany, the British ship laid claim 
to her and fired two rounds across her bow. Capt. Daehne was forced to systematically 
set fire and sink his beloved ship. All personnel were safely evacuated into lifeboats. 
The Hyperion was much too small to accommodate the large German crew, and so 
requested that the ship's officers surrender, leaving the regular seamen to be rescued 
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by the Tuscaloosa. Although Jewish, the American captain, citing maritime law, 
refused to take the German liner's sailors without their officers, thus preventing a 
merchant crew from becoming Prisoners of War. Daehne wrote an extremely grateful 
letter thanking the American captain for his kindness. 

Upon arrival in New York, the German sailors assumed they would be returned to 
their homeland. But transportation across the Atlantic to Europe proved impossible, as 
the British government understandably refused safe passage of any German men of 
military age. The crew was transported to San Francisco in the hope of arranging a 
way home via Japanese ships. The Canadian and Australian governments, as allies of 
England, honored the same British blockade and denied passage to the Germans 
across the Pacific as well. 

Since America was not yet at war with Germany, the sailors presented a peculiar 
diplomatic problem; they were not technically prisoners, yet they could not be allowed 
to travel freely. 

As the sailors waited in San Francisco for a solution to be found, growing anti-German 
sentiment caused American officials to seek a safer place to hold the German 
"detainees". In December, 1940 - a full year after their ship was sunk - an unused CCC 
Camp adjacent to remote Fort Stanton, New Mexico was chosen to be their temporary 
home. 

When they arrived, the Germans found the abandoned camp deteriorated and full of 
rodents. They immediately requested permission to build their own accommodations. 
With ingenuity and materials scrounged from the Fort Stanton Marine Hospital, they 
began to construct their camp. In spite of the war, they were still employed by North 
German Lloyd Line, and they requested -and incredibly received - money, foodstuffs 
(including coveted chocolate bars) and materials from the Line. 

The crew was comprised of engineers, electricians, medical personnel, and even 
orchestra musicians. Maintaining their customary discipline, the sailors constructed a 
remarkable community. They built barracks, a smoke house for sausages, tennis 
courts, and a large recreation hall, where concerts were given for hospital employees 
and local ranchers. They created a "beautification committee" to build fountains and 
garden paths. By forming hunting parties for deer and elk, and establishing a dairy 
operation and vegetable farm, they became entirely self-sufficient. Fascinated by the 
Old West they had read about in dime novels, they even held their own rodeo. 
Perhaps most remarkable of all, they designed and built a 100,000-gallon concrete 
swimming pool, where Olympic-like events were regularly held. 

Immediately following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Germany declared war on 
the United States. Suddenly the German sailors, who had lived in their unfortified 
camp with few restrictions, became official Prisoners of War. They helped construct a 
high fence around the camp, and built an adobe guardhouse and tall guard tower. 
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Powerful security lights were installed, illuminating the area from dusk to dawn. They 
accepted a curfew of 10:30 pm. nine "escape" attempts were reported - none successful 
- but there is little evidence to suggest that relations between the Germans and 
neighboring residents were greatly impacted by the war. In 1943, detainees from other 
German ships were sent to the camp, as well as some American Nazis and a few 
Japanese dissidents. Capt. Daehne did not appreciate the presence of the new arrivals, 
and ordered his men to assist in the construction of a nearby, but segregated camp for 
them. 

The Allied victory in Europe was announced on May 8, 1945. The last of the German 
sailors left Fort Stanton on August 27th, and the camp was officially closed on October 
1st. The gardens and the farms withered, the big pool dried up, and eventually nearly 
all the buildings were allowed to fade into memory. But the story wasn't entirely over. 

The horses and I were curious about the remains of the camp, and went exploring. 
Isolated and forlorn, fields of weeds choke the former gardens. Nearly all the buildings are gone. 
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The enormous recreational hall, hand built of adobe bricks with unusual precision, has lost its roof to 
neglect, but the knife-edged walls still stand. 
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"Erbaut" is German for "constructed". 

 
The guardhouse, built shortly after December 7, 1941, is roofless as well. 
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Belle and Spanky were more interested in the grass than the remarkable swimming pool, empty and 
deserted . . . 
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There are four graves of German sailors who died of natural causes while at the camp. In a touching 
epilogue, a fifth grave belongs to a local man who, as a child was befriended by the sailors and never 
forgot. He requested of his family that he be buried with his childhood friends. 

 
 

        MM 
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Loma Grande Ranch is a neighbor, and one of the oldest and biggest ranches around. 
Although they still run cattle, because of its proximity to the National Forest, these 
days the ranch is often used as a lodge for organized deer and elk hunts (Yes . . . I 
know . . . my deer . . .). We decided to visit shortly before the season opened. 
It's really just around the corner from our place. That's Nogal Peak in the distance. The ranch is on the 
mountain to the left. We could ride there, but trailering lets us get farther into the forest (and higher up). 

 

The old road quickly ascends into the forest. 
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And then emerges into a large, inter-mountain valley, where Black Angus graze contentedly. 

 

That's the ranch headquarters in the distance. 
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Belle takes the lead on our ride. 

 

. . . with Spanky right behind. 
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Thunder always keeps an eye on them. 
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There are views from here to the White Mountains (Sierra Blanca). 
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The area has loads of old mining roads like this one. 
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Belle figured this obstacle out; she went right under the fallen tree trunk! (With me on his back, Thunder 
had to go around). 

 

This will be one of our last cloudy afternoons of the monsoon season - autumn means clear blue skies. 
I'll miss the rains and the fragrance of the damp forest. 
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Belle and Spanky have to do the "limbo" to get under this. "I'm telling you, Spanky, he thinks we are 
goats." 

 

"Hey Belle, how do you know which way to go?" 

 

I don't know how they do it. MM 
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About 40 miles south of Ruidoso, is the little village of Cloudcroft, New Mexico. It's in 
a beautiful mountain setting and famous for its fall colors later in the year. 
The drive from Ruidoso, through a series of high valleys is considered one of the most beautiful in the 
state, and yet rarely traveled. The green grass of summer has begun to fade. 
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There are a number of small lakes and ponds along the way. 
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And, of course, cows. Everywhere I go, there are cows! 

 

The village of Cloudcroft was founded in the 1890's to provide lumber for New Mexico's expanding 
railroads. But the mild summers (at 8600 ft. elevation) attracted tourists from the beginning. Even 
though Cloudcroft was named by Fodor’s Travel Guide in 2002 as the "Number 3 Most Overlooked and 
Underrated Destination Spot", tourism is its principal industry today. Here's "downtown". That's IT! 
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The elegant Cloudcroft Lodge (below) was built in 1899 by the Alamogordo and Sacramento Mountain 
Railway. The resort of Cloudcroft became an immediately successful mountain retreat . . . a cool 
reprieve to thousands of overheated Texans. In fact, during the years before air conditioning some 
infants and children at lower elevations tragically dehydrated and died of the heat. Adjacent to the 
Lodge was a "Baby Sanatorium" where at-risk infants were sent during the summer. Funded by private, 
anonymous donors, no family was ever turned away, and many young lives were saved. 

 

A view of the Tularosa Basin, including White Sands, 5,000 ft. below. 
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A little autumn color is just beginning here. 
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A few miles farther along is the interesting Sunspot, New Mexico, home of the National Solar 
Observatory. Founded in 1952, the NSO remains the world's preeminent laboratory for studies of the 
sun. Sunspot is an isolated campus, entirely inhabited by scientists from all over the world. The visitor's 
center provides everything you would want to know about the sun (and then some . . .) 
Looking like a giant teepee, the Dunn Solar Telescope is an impressive 136 feet high, but the building 
has 228 more feet of telescope below ground. The whole thing is suspended by a ring-shaped container 
holding 10 tons of mercury, so although the telescope weighs more than 200 tons, it is relatively easy to 
rotate, following the sun. Because of the remarkably clear air, and lack of "light pollution", there are 
several star-gazing telescopes here as well. 
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A beautiful preview of fall. 
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Thanks for taking this little tour with me (and please don't mention it to the kids . . . they love fields like 
this one.) 

 

MM 
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How about an "Awww" today? 
Well, the babies - Onyx and Wilcox - are 11 months old, and not kittens anymore. But 
they are just as adorable, and devoted to each other. Though I tried to find good 
homes for them (as I did their siblings), I think they were just meant to stay here 
together. 

 

Wilcox inherited his mother's smile. 
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MM 
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Sometimes a spontaneous, unplanned ride late in the day can be just right. Like this 

one. It was late afternoon. The kids had patiently watched as I went about my chores. 

Then they all stood at the gate, and looked at me, and looked at the trailer, then looked 

at me, and looked at the trailer. 

I got it. So off we went. 

The road to Capitan Gap. 
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I was riding Belle bareback. It improves my riding; and without a saddle, Belle seems even more 
protective of her rider. 
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Is it me, or does that big rock outcrop on Capitan Mountain look like an American Eagle? 

 

See Spanky's ears? He is listening to the elk bugling in the trees behind him. It sure is an eerie sound! 
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We discover some ruins . . . 

 

And an old stock water tank. The kids were disappointed to find it empty. 
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At this time of day, the area reminds me of something "Out of Africa". 
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MM 
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Its hunting season ‐ and I think the deer know it. They hang around here more during 

the day (no shooting allowed dusk to dawn); where they seem to know they are safe. 
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  MM 
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It's unusual to get monsoon rain in October, but earlier this week we got plenty - and 
lightning and thunder, too! Water is always welcome in these parts. Since it wasn't a 
cold rain, it didn't keep us from riding. 
We started out with storm clouds in the distance. 

 

The ferns had begun to dry out for the season. (After the rain, everything sort of "fluffed" up again). 
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It is still pretty green for so late in the year. It's starting to rain, but Thunder is happy to go on. 

 

Belle and Spanky try to ignore the storm (and you know how Belle is about her hair . . .) 
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This photo doesn't show it, but the rain was really coming down. We sought shelter under these oaks. 
Actually, it was pretty cozy, standing there together. 
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Heading home in the rain. 

 
MM 
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Sierra Blanca ("White Mountain") is about 20 miles from the ranch, and the 
southernmost Alpine environment in America. It was on White Mountain, according 
to Apache legend that White Painted Woman gave birth to two sons -- Child of Water 
and Killer of Enemies. When they grew to be men, they rose up and killed the 
monsters of the earth, and there was peace. 
The good trails wind between deep forest and open meadows. We saw deer and elk, 
but no sign of people -- not even a plane to mar the sky. It is a beautiful and spiritual 
place, especially at this time of the year, as the Aspens begin to change their color. 
On the way up. 
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A little Fall color along the way. 

 

Nogal Peak (above the ranch) is in the distance. 
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This High Country makes for spectacular riding. 

 

The horses seem to enjoy it, too. 
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Those are the Capitan Mountains in the distance. 
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Fall color comes a little earlier up here. 
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Trails that we have thought beautiful now are suddenly – magical, as though Mother 
Nature puts on a carnival of color, before the Lent of Winter. 
It's still green along the trail as we begin our ride. 
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Then, gradually as we go a little higher . . . 
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Suddenly, it really is like riding through another world. (And I don't think temperature has much to do 
with the coloration, as we have been in the mid-to-upper 70's.) 
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It is so quiet here . . . 
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The horses seem to slow their pace in reverence . . . 

 

I think they appreciate the beauty. I know I do. 
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Thanks for sharing this colorful trail with us! 
MM 
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It seems every day I am with the horses, they teach me something new - or remind me 
of something important. 
On a ride this earlier week, they did both. 
It was a pretty - and pretty typical - ride. I was on Belle - bareback with just a halter and lead rope as 
makeshift reins. At the last minute I decided to hang the camera around my neck (no saddle bags to put 
it into.) 
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We were enjoying the gorgeous day, when . . . 
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Suddenly we were approached by a band of wild horses. I wasn't sure what would 
happen. As they came at us, they looked like a gang of outlaws. Thunder rushed 
ahead of Belle and Spanky to meet them. He went right into the middle of the group 
and stood his ground. When they moved towards us, he headed them off -- effectively 
protecting us from them. Then he laid his ears back as a gesture of "get away from my 
family" and turned his hind end (the kicking end!) toward them. They backed off. All I 
did was stay seated on Belle and manage this one lame shot of Thunder dealing with 
the band (he is mostly hidden behind them). 
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They backed off, and triumphantly, Thunder leads us away. 

 

The lesson: Successfully protect your own, with as little aggression as possible. 
We continued on our ride. 
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We rarely encounter anyone on our rides. It's unusual even to see a hiker. I was half 
asleep on Belle in the warm sun when BANG, a boxer roared out of nowhere, loudly 
barking at her heals. I think we both jumped two feet off the ground. With the dog still 
yapping at her rear feet, Belle whirled around to face him. I managed to stay on. She 
stood calmly (if very alertly!) as Thunder once again came to our rescue - chasing the 
dog off with his head lowered and ears back. I heard someone calling for the boxer as 
it ran away. Whew! Thunder is fine with friendly dogs, but he sure dealt with this 
aggressive one. 

 

The lesson: Always be prepared for the unexpected. When it happens, deal with it, but 
don't overreact (Belle had every right to kick the dog into tomorrow, but she chose not 
to).  
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The rest of the ride was uneventful . . . and beautiful.  

 

"What next?" wonders Spanky. 
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"Hey, Belle, I'm getting weirded out with all these surprises", "Just chill". 

 

"Okay." 
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"But I am going to keep my eyes open." 

 

Note how they are all facing outward . . .  but still grazing, a classic protective herd measure. 

 

The lesson: Heightened awareness is smart, but don't let it keep you from enjoying the 
grass.  MM 
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Last weekend was the "Lincoln County Cowboy Symposium". Thousands of guests, 
continuous entertainment, a truly remarkable Cowboy Church on Sunday (all the 
headline entertainers like Bob Wills' Texas Playboys, and Mel Tillis sit in at the big tent 
for gospel music together). And, of course, the chuck wagon biscuits and gravy contest 
- I got to judge again! 
Here are some random shots. 
A chuck wagon truck from 1926. 
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On the way home. 

 

MM 
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Nora, one of my fellow Search and Rescue members, invited me to join her and her 
friend Caroline (two great riders, whose husbands don’t!) on a special five-hour ride 
around Nogal Peak. They sure picked a great day for it! 
The road up . . . 
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Thunder waits to meet two new friends ("Lloyd" and "Peach"). It was his first ride without Belle and 
Spanky in a while, and he behaved like a prince. He is always happiest leading the ride, but was a 
gentleman about following, as well. I was very proud of him (and I think he had a kind of "thing" for 
Peach). 

 

And old mine along the way. The area is full of abandoned mines. 
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Nora and Lloyd take off through the trees. 
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The familiar pyramid of Nogal Peak ahead. 
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The ladies whoop it up across the high country. 
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On a very steep slope, our narrow trail traverses a slide. 

 

Looking down . . . 
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Back on track, Thunder ponders the trail through fall leaves. 

 

And lets the ladies take the lead. 
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Lunch with a view. Naturally, Thunder hung out with us. 

 
 

 

After the ride, I suggested we all stop by Thunder's favorite "rolling spot" in the sand. 
I let Thunder go, and he calmly walked to the sand, rolled several times - and then 
waited patiently for the Lloyd and Peach to do the same. Then he led them very 
intentionally to his favorite meadow for a snack, all on his own. The ladies were 
impressed. And so was I.  MM 
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I thought you might like to see some more Aspens - they sure are pretty this time of 
year! 
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Lake Bonito. The photo doesn't show how brilliant the trees are on the far shore. 

 

MM 
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Page 1 of 14 

Just 13 1/2 miles from the ranch is another world. The Argentina Horse Campground 
is tucked away into the White Mountain Wilderness. No reservations, no fees, and 
despite perfect weather, no people while we were there. We ate, slept, and rode 
together; a very special time. 
There are just four pipe corrals like this at the campground, each with a parking area for the trailer, a fire 
ring, and lots of privacy. 
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The campfire didn't faze them. In fact, they immediately relaxed and made themselves right at home (of 
course, they enjoy room service wherever we go). 

 

I chose to sleep right next to them, beside the fire and under the stars. 
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After breakfast, they wait to take off on another adventure. 
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Cave, or mine? I'm not sure (there are lots of old gold mines in this area). 
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There is water along most of the trails. 
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And many challenges, too. "Hey Belle, I think we should get bikes". "I don't think my big, uh, body would 
fit on one, Spanky". 

 

The skies were clear, and the sun was warm. Indian Summer! 
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Whoopee! Belle likes to find her own way. Now well into autumn, the oaks' brilliant orange leaves have 
turned to brown at this elevation. 
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In the far distance, the Rio Grande Valley. Seems like we can see forever. 
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There still is some fall color. 
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As usual, lunch is a shared experience. "Hmmm . . . I'll take the crust, please". 
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As always, thanks for joining us on this special outing! 
MM 
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If you want a really special ride, join an experienced trail boss as he celebrates his 
birthday on horseback. That's just what we did as Dacodah led a small group of 
friends on one of his favorite routes across the Rio Grande. I can't think of a better time 
on horseback. 
Even the old church at San Acacia seemed decorated in fall foliage for the occasion. 

 

Spanky is ready to go (Spanky is always ready to go!) 
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Karen shows off with a little bow. 

 

Thunder contemplates the mighty Rio Grande. It was a fine day for a swim - 80 degrees (three days 
later, we had snow at the ranch - that's New Mexico!) 
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Spanky joins Dacodah 
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. . . and plays in the water. 

 

Crossing the fourth longest river in North America. 
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This was a long, fast and challenging ride. Here we go at a full gallop. 

 

There was lots of climbing up and down. 
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It's just as steep as it looks! 

 

I honestly think they do this sort of thing on purpose. 
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The beautiful, open country of the Rio Grande Valley. 
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The next day, we joined Dacodah and crew on a couple of more great rides - this time Thunder got to 
run free. 
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A natural leader, he really enjoyed heading the party along the trails, waiting patiently for us to catch up. 

 

At other times, he joined right in. He's quite a guy. (Meanwhile, Belle lugged me around without 
complaint.) 
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A reminder of Sedona's red rocks. But these are in New Mexico. 

 

And the ocotillos make this look like Arizona, too. 
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The birthday guy. Happy on a horse. Thanks, Dacodah, for a GREAT time. 

 
MM 
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Yesterday afternoon I took the old truck into town for horse feed -- in my shirtsleeves 
(it was near 70 degrees and blue skies). At sundown I took the kids through the gate 
into the Forest for a ride. It began to rain, so they had dinner in the barn. 
Then, when I woke up this morning it seemed awfully quiet outside . . . 
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Onyx isn't at all sure about this stuff. She was just a little kitten the last time it snowed. 

 

A cozy breakfast in the old barn. 
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It's supposed to be near 70 degrees again by the weekend! 
MM 
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After yesterday morning's wonderful snow, we took advantage of clearing weather in 
the late afternoon for a ride. Much of the snow had already melted. 
The sudden cold snap seemed to turn the leaves in the old apple orchard all at once. 

 

But the grass is still green underneath. 
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The horses know how to pick through, and even move the snow away with their muzzles. 
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The Aspens have lost their leaves. 

 

The horses don't mind the snow. 
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Yesterday . . . 

 

Just twenty-four hours later! (The pile of snow is off the metal roof). 

     MM 
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Camping is a special time for the horses and me. Although the weather is still mild, 
the campground is empty this time of year, peaceful and quiet. 

 

And the trails beckon in every direction. 
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The Aspens are bare now . . . 

 

. . . Except for this final hold out,which seems to glow in the dim light of nightfall.  
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This is a hunter's lean-to shelter. Elk season will soon be over (whew!). 
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Up to the top. 

 

Belle seems pleased with herself, even though this is not a flattering pose. 
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Spanky finds the oddest places to roll - like this very steep slope. He rolled . . . and kept rolling. I think 
he surprised himself. 
Belle: "Oh, brother . . ." 

 

"How'd I get down here?" 
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Off on another morning ride. 
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We seem to find old mines everywhere up here. 
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I wonder if this one made anyone rich? Sure was a lot of work . . . 

 

Napping in the warm sun (after sharing my lunch). 
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The horses have come to rotate leading the way. First one, then another takes the front. But on this ride 
Thunder let Spanky lead all the way back (for about two hours). If Spanky went a little too slow for his 
liking, Thunder would nudge him with his nose. It sure was fun to watch. 
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Back at camp, I keep an old pot next to the fire for what I call "handy hot water" - to wash a dish, or my 
face. It just sits there next to the coals. The pot belonged to my grandmother. Grandma passed away 
just as I was leaving college to start my first job in an unfamiliar city. I found a studio apartment, and 
would take only what I could jam into my Buick convertible. My beloved Mom, disguising her double 
grief at the loss of Grandma and my moving away, took me into Grandma's now lonely house and 
helped me select some things I would need - a life which was over, providing for one just starting. 
Among the practical selections was and old Revere Ware pot; so old that the handles were actually 
Bake-lite. How many batches of pasta had boiled in that old pot? At holidays, potatoes were mashed in 
it with butter, cream, salt and pepper ("No lumps!"). And T-bone broth simmered there whenever anyone 
had a "bug" - better than chicken soup. 
And now, here that same pot sits on a rock in the wilderness, as my horses contentedly eat their dinner 
nearby - and I remember. 

 

What matters in life? Maybe having good memories - and making them. 
MM 
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Actually, "Vertigo" Trail is not it's real name, but . . . 
We went camping again in the White Mountain Wilderness, taking advantage of the 
last of Daylight Savings Time. 
With a cold snap predicted, I set up a cot in the horse trailer. Comfortable enough, but sheet metal 
offers very little insulation. When I got up to feed the horses, I knew it felt cold. When I checked the 
thermometer I was surprised to see it was just 19 degrees! Brrrr! 

 

Good thing the kids have their heavy blankets along. It's dawn, and still below freezing (that blue haze is 
frost on the camera lens). 
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But the sun warmed things up quickly, and off we went (hard to believe, it was in 50's by then). 
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This is the best. Just watching them go along. 
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It sure is pretty up here. 

 

This is a textbook example of a well-constructed (between two Aspen trees), hiker's shelter in the 
wilderness - with a fire pit for warmth. I tried the "bed", covered in pine boughs. Not bad! 
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I'd heard of a connecting trail across a bald mountain, and thought that would be interesting to explore. 
It turned out to be a barely discernible track along a very steep slope - at about 9,000 ft. up. Even 
Thunder isn't so sure about this. 

 

"Not much room to negotiate." 
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"Long way down . . ." 

 

"Ummm . . ." 
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Here comes Spanky. "Well, if Thunder can do it with someone on his back . . ." 

 

"Whew. Are we there yet?" 
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Of course, Belle has her own take on it. "Hey! Is this really necessary?" 

 

"Well, I like the wind in my hair." 
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Despite their concerns, it all turned out fine, and they had great stories to share by the campfire. 

 

MM 
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2011-11-07 – Seven Bucks 

Page 1 of 3 

We just came home from a day's ride (the days are suddenly very short!) - to find 
SEVEN bucks in the front yard. I had heard shots fired in the Forest yesterday... so I 
am much relieved. Sorry the photos are so blurry; it was nearly dark. 
If you look closely, you can see Mommie Cat on the right. She greets the deer. 
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The orange blur in the middle is Mommie Cat - she lets the deer sniff her tail. 

 

MM 
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Belle, Thunder, Spanky and I have been riding every day (I've been mostly bareback 
on Belle, so no room for a camera) - but yesterday was a real treat. 
My friend Caroline suggested showing us a newly-constructed trail near Fort Stanton 
(the 25,000 acre preserve has more than 100 miles of marked trails, often used for 
endurance events. I think it is interesting that after a proposed trail has been 
engineered, a special machine cuts and grooms it. I had figured trails were created just 
by folks riding on them.) 
At the same time, she wanted to expose her new horse, "Peach", to riding under saddle 
- while other horses (mine) were running free with her. 
It's a good trail, winding between Junipers and Pinons. 
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Caroline wondered if her new hat made her look too much like Billy the Kid. (I don't think so.) 

 

That's Sierra Blanca in the distance (with a little early snow). 
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Here comes Belle along the trail. She, Thunder and Spanky were considerate to Peach. 

 

Everyone got along very well. Peach turned out to be . . . well . . . a peach. 
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The Bureau of Land Management has set up watering stations for the local game. Some are attached to 
wells, and some use rainwater captured in cisterns. Belle and Spanky try this one out. 

 

Then Belle begs for some of Caroline's sandwich. 
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After lunch, off we go. 
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Another water tank - this one with a well. 

 

Spanky enjoys a gallop, while keeping his eyes on us. 
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Ah, the wide open spaces of New Mexico! 

 

Wishing you a great weekend! 
MM 
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Wishing you a haPPy ThanKsgiVing! 
 

 

From Wilcox and Onyx ~ and all of us at Followed Dream Ranch 
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Fall has brought lots of touring and sightseeing (this is a church in Tularosa) . . . 

 

New Mexico is known as the "Land Of Enchantment" - it is also a place of surprise. For 
instance, I just discovered a tiny restaurant in nearby Capitan (pop. 900), home of 
Smokey Bear. 
Called "Chango", it is one of the most interesting places I've ever eaten - and the food 
is superb.  
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The kids wait patiently outside the restaurant/gallery. We're going for a ride after my lunch. 

 

During the summer, meals are served in this sculpture patio. 
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Inside, the chef's artwork mingles with wonderful food. There are only five small tables. 

 

The chef trained in San Francisco and Paris, and it shows. As the menu says, he believes that "Art is 
the possibility of bringing love to strangers." delicious fresh mushroom soup and house-baked crackers. 
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A plate of fresh sole with mango, rice and home-grown herbs and vegetables. 

 

His high-fired clay art is just as inventive and interesting. 
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The meal cost $16. What a great discovery. And the kids and I got to ride just a few 
miles away. Who would have guessed . . . 
MM 
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Late yesterday it began to snow - fluffy white flakes settling gently down. It snowed 
most of the night, and this is how it looked at dawn this morning. 

 

After the sun came up, there were blue skies and white snow everywhere. 
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Shortly, the County road crew was here plowing my driveway. Unnecessary, but welcome anyway. 

 

The mulberry tree in its winter coat. 
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All the critters had fun in it - but no one enjoyed it more than Onyx. For some reason she was just sure 
there was a mouse in there somewhere! 
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"Did I hear a mouse?" Cats are very strange. 

 

It took a while for Big Guy cat to venture out, and for a while he tried to find a snow-free path. But then 
he enjoyed it, too. 
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Of course, the horses couldn't wait to get out of the barn and go play. 
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The sun is bright and warm. The snow will be gone soon. 
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It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas! 

 
MM 
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Yesterday, the sky was blue when we left the ranch - but as we approached the 
foothills of the Capitan Mountains for our ride, ominous clouds were gathering. 
Along the Capitans, there was still some snow on the ground from last week, especially in arroyos like 
this one. 

 

In the distance the clouds looked as dark as a widow's mourning. A lone cow watches us approach. 
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It wasn't cold enough to freeze the water in the old stock tank, but it was chilling off fast. 

 

Something in the distance attracted their attention . . . 
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Cattle, coming in ahead of the storm. Belle and Spanky go to greet them. 
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It began to snow, so we said goodbye to the cows, and skedaddled back to the trailer at full tilt. The kids 
were happy to get out of the weather! 

 

Headed home. 

 

Stay warm!  MM 
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Last Tuesday evening I received a call that a private plane had apparently gone down 
just south of San Patricio, New Mexico, and that our new White Mountain Search and 
Rescue Mounted Unit would likely be asked to join in the search. At 4:00 a.m. on 
Wednesday the call came in. I fed the horses, loaded Belle into the trailer, and headed 
for the base camp. Four members of our Unit responded, and we were assigned, in 
two pairs, to search a rugged area where the plane might possibly have landed. My 
partner in the assignment, Nora, and I rode a route at the direction of the Incident 
Commander. A couple of hours into our ride, word came to us via radio that the plane 
wreckage had been found over the ridge where we had been assigned. Tragically, 
there were no survivors. 
One of the concerns sometimes expressed about a Mounted Unit is the perceived time 
it takes to prepare and load horses into trailers - as well as travel time. In fact, our Unit 
was among the first to the incident Command Post, and immediately ready to 
participate in the search. I was very pleased to be able to participate in the search, 
impressed with my fellow members' preparedness - and especially proud of Belle, 
who took it all in stride. 
Here is a local story about it: 

Alamogordo search and rescue team 
first at plane crash site 
Jim Kalvelage jkalvelage@ruidosonews.com  
Posted: 12/06/2011 07:02:16 PM MST 

A number of search and rescue teams were involved in the week-ago effort to find a 
missing plane south of San Patricio. The work became a search without a rescue. Two 
people died in the crash of the aircraft that had been headed for Ruidoso's Sierra 
Blanca Regional Airport. 
It was a New Mexico State Police attached group that found the crash location. 
"We got called out it was like three o'clock that morning," James Hiller, the team leader 
with the Alamogordo-based search and rescue group said. "We got up to where the 
incident base was, all got together with the other teams close to daybreak. There were 
a lot of other teams out there." 
The other teams include a mounted horse contingent from White Mountain Search 
and Rescue, a group from the Las Cruces area, U.S. Border Patrol and others. 
"We all came in from different directions," Hiller said. "We had a possible location on 
it, the last known point. I was surprised that it was very close to the last known point 
that we had. And it was on the (Mescalero Apache) Reservation, maybe a hundred 
yards in across the fence into the reservation. I got on the radio and got permission to 
go on the reservation." 
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The search team had come across an elk hunter. Hiller said the hunter had seen the 
crash site but thought it was an old crash location. He estimated the plane had gone 
down some three or four miles from a ranch home location at the end of Lincoln 
County Road E-024 in a hilly and very rocky spot. 
"And that's how we found it so quickly. It was really quite gruesome," Hiller said of 
the rocky location. "I had me and six other men on my team and this was their first 
actual mission that they'd been on. It was very gruesome but they all stood up to it 
and they did an excellent job." 
Two people, Jerry Don Greene, 49, of Harmleigh, Texas, and Tracy Martinez, 30, of 
San Angelo, Texas, perished in the crash. 
After the team reached the site, a U.S. Border Patrol helicopter that had been flying the 
region was contacted and guided to the location through the use of a signal mirror. 
"And then they saw us," Hiller said. "These mirrors can be seen for 25 to 30 miles." 
Hiller said there is relief in finding the crash location and knowing the victims' 
families will begin to have closure after being missing for nearly four days. 
"We were glad that we could recover these people and get them back to their families. 
It was very sad. We had a debriefing yesterday (Sunday). My men are doing pretty 
well. My only concern is my men, that they come out of this as whole as possible." 
For the White Mountain Search and Rescue team's new mounted unit, it was a first 
search. 
"It was very well done," the mounted unit's Matthew Midgett said of the coordinated 
search. "It used the strength that each of the units uniquely possessed to search in a 
very organized manner. The ATVs and air, that could go most quickly, were sent 
directly to the most likely location. But because we didn't know where it was, those of 
us on the ground, including horses, were sent through areas that were difficult if not 
impossible to reach any other way." 
Midgett said the local mounted team of six volunteers formed this past summer and 
the first call out was especially rewarding after months of training and certification 
though the outcome was disheartening. 
"We were going with speed over terrain that probably couldn't be accessed any other 
way. That's what we bring to the search and rescue scenario. Without doubt, there is a 
different intensity to a genuine call-out." 
The White Mountain Search and Rescue contingent was involved for some six hours. 
"I was very pleased with my fellow members, we responded very quickly. There's 
always a concern that maybe it would take longer for horses and trailers to arrive at a 
site. And actually, we were virtually the first unit on that base camp." 
The mounted unit has had debriefings since the search and rescue. 
"You always prefer to perform a rescue," Midgett said. "So there's a hesitance to 
celebrate anything associated with a search that doesn't result in a rescue."  
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Our group at the Base Camp. That's Nora in the bright orange shirt, with our other members, Max and 
Kris. It was very cold as the sun came up. 
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After the search, my smile is for Belle. She was great. 

 

MM 
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Even in "typical" years, this part of New Mexico has widely varied weather in 
December. And no one can remember a typical year! 
The snow is gone at the moment (more is due this coming week), but the last snowfall 
was sure pretty - and intriguing to the cats. 
Wilcox and his sister Onyx do some exploring. The snow doesn't seem to bother them. 
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While the very elusive Elke and her sister Fuzzy view it from the warmth of the upstairs barn window. 

 

And the clear sunshine brings a fish out from his cave in the stock tank for a look-see. 
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Spanky takes a sun bath - in the snow. Thunder has taught them to eat snow like ice cream. 
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Within a day the white stuff has left the lower area around Capitan. 
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But there was still plenty a little higher up. 

 

Those are deer and elk tracks along the trail. 
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Of course, Spanky has to roll. 

 

I think it is remarkable that good green stuff survives under the snow - especially along the streams. 
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Spanky even found some watercress. 

 

Is this Alaska? 
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Nope. Bonito Lake. 
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Belle seems curious about the sheet of ice on part of it. 
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"I dunno . . . Might as well have a drink while I am here." 

 

That's New Mexico! 
MM 
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Old Fort Stanton is surrounded by 25,000 acres of protected public land -- with 
hundreds of miles of riding trails, a great place to spend a rare cloudy day on 
horseback. 
At home, the cats are hanging out together. Literally. 

 

Near Fort Stanton, Belle and Spanky enjoy a run -- with a view of snow-covered Sierra Blanca in the 
distance. 
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Remnants of an old cattle operation. 

 

In spite of (or maybe because of) the cloud cover, the temperature was very mild, and 
we rode for several hours. I still find Thunder's tracking ability to be impressive. After 
riding for hours on many trails, in a meandering loop away from the trailer, I let him 
have his head, and he took us right back -- at one point even finding our previous 
tracks and following them exactly. Remarkable. 

 

MM 
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Looks like the predicted big storm just missed us - a light dusting of snow is all we 
got. But in anticipation of it, we took a long ride at Capitan Gap on Sunday. This is a 
familiar area, but always a great ride. 
Blues skies over the Gap 

 

An unusual low cloud layer hangs in front of Nogal Peak - and right over the ranch. 
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No clouds here! 

 

I'm on Belle, and Thunder takes the lead. 
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He and Spanky enjoy a roll - in wet sand. They always remember where each of these sand pits is 
located. 

 

Thunder spots some friends in the distance. He's still wearing some wet sand from his roll. 
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He greets a proud mom and her new calf. 
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Everybody says "hi". 

 

Thunder is good about having his tail sniffed by the little one. 
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This one is so little; he looks like a cross between a pig and a Labrador retriever! 
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Thunder pauses and waits for us to catch up. We took several detours from our usual route this time. 
Thunder was patient. All I had to say was "No, not that way, this way." And he would correct course. It 
was a very relaxing ride - thanks for coming along! 
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Back at home, Wilcox shows his interest in music (no, I didn't hit a key. I was tempted, but I didn't). 

 

Wishing you happy holidays, 
MM 
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Yesterday was a beautiful day, so the kids and I went exploring on the west side of the 
mountains (about 40 miles from here). I heard about a National Forest campground 
there with horse corrals, and wanted to check it out for camping this spring. 
On the way we stopped at Roy’s in Carrizozo. It was established as a drug store in 1910, and the 
interior is original and unrestored -- just like it was. I grabbed a quick ice cream cone while the kids 
waited (they got carrots). 
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A view of the West Mountains from Oscuro, New Mexico. In the early 1900's, this area was a safe 
haven for outlaws like the Greer Gang and "Baldy" Russell; later, the Nike missile was secretly 
developed in Red Canyon. 

 

A genuine old trading post along the way.  
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The Three Rivers Petroglyph Site protects more than 21,000 stone carvings created by ancient Indians 
in 900 to 1400 AD. But it once was an important cattle area, and home to Susie McSween Barber, the 
"Cattle Queen of New Mexico." 

 

This little red school house is part of that historic period. 
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The petroglyph site and campground are ahead, at the base of the mountains. 

 

Well, it had to happen eventually! My trusty Canon Power Shot finally died after this 
photo. I wish I could share pictures of the campground, and of our ride on the snow 
covered trails, but, alas, the camera went kaput. Since it has become a friend over 'lo 
these many years and countless photos, I will send it to the factory for possible repair 
and reconditioning. In the meantime, I will use a spare. 
MM 
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Yesterday afternoon, some snow finally started to fall. 
By evening, it was blowing sideways. 

 

But the kids were snug in the barn. 
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This morning we awoke to a Winter Wonderland -- just in time for Christmas!  
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It was some of New Mexico's famous dry powder snow -- that skiers enjoy so much. It's so fluffy; it looks 
like the fake stuff in department store windows! 

 

Onyx didn't seem to mind. 
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Neither did the horses. 
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They played in it. 

 

Of course . . . Belle . . ."I don't know, it was awfully nice in that barn . . ." 
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I could hear the forest sighing with pleasure. 
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Merry Christmas to you, from all of us at Followed Dream Ranch! 
 

 

MM 
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Midnight Mass at old St. Joseph Apache Mission provides a combination of faith, and 
a testament to understanding, that may be unique to New Mexico. 
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MM 
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Although the snow wasn't falling, it was a White Christmas for us. 
The driveway. Wish I had a sleigh . . . 

 
 

 

As the song says - 
Giddy yup, giddy yup, giddy yup, 
Let's go, Let's look at the show, 
We're riding in a wonderland of snow. 
Giddy yup, giddy yup, giddy yup, 
We're gliding along with a song 
Of a wintry fairy land. 

And that's what we did Christmas Day. 
Please come along with us! 
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Off we go, into the forest up behind the house. 
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Duck and hold on! 
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Belle was my ride. Bareback is a lot warmer! 

 

Thunder's coat is still stained from rolling in the wet sand. 
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The snow is so powdery; it doesn't stick as we ride through it. 
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Thunder spots some elk. As usual, I am too slow with my camera to catch the phantoms of the forest. 

 

The recently restored old Forest Service barn reminds me of Currier & Ives. 
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Of course, Spanky has to roll. For southern California horses, these guys seem to enjoy the seasons, 
too. 

 

The pyramid of Nogal Peak, under a mantle of snow. 
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The trail home (elk path). 

 

Sunset Christmas night. Sorry about the wonky angle. Too much eggnog? 
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And a Christmas visitor - Dasher? Dancer? Prancer? . . . 

 

Thanks for joining us for a white Christmas! 
MM 
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The last ride of the year. 
It was a beautiful day - just right for a sunset ride to see out the year. 

 

Here we are, going through the gate into the forest. I let the horses set their own pace on this ride. They 
don't rush through life. 
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I don't think horses get the concept of "new" years. They just take it one day at a time. 

 

They don't make New Year’s resolutions. They live each day for itself. 
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And I don't think they worry too much about the past; this meadow was covered in deep snow just a 
week ago . . . 

 

. . . today they can graze. 
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The final sunset of the year at Followed Dream Ranch. 

 

From on Belle's back, it looks like a great year ahead! 
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Back home, the horses enjoyed some grass. The deer came to eat, too. 
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And behind the house there is just enough snow left to chill a bottle of Champagne. 

 

Wishing you a healthy, safe, and wonderful 2012. 
Happy Trails and Happy New Year! 
MM and the kids at Followed Dream Ranch 
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This past weekend, Dacodah's Acacia Riding Adventures hosted the Great New 
Mexico Centennial Ride. It was a terrific event, with three wonderful days of eating 
and dancing under the stars, and lots of riding through the spectacular scenery of the 
Rio Grande Valley. 
On the way, the kids check out Socorro's old plaza. 

 

I've never seen so many riders at the old schoolhouse headquarters of ARA. Trailers, horses, dogs and 
people were everywhere! 
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Before we took off for Friday's ride, the New Mexico flag was raised, a proclamation from the governor 
was read, and we struggled through the National Anthem (with help from Gladys, a very loud burro who 
joined in.) 
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The ride took us to Indian Hill, arguably the geographic center of the state. 

 

There is a lot of evidence of early Indian occupation here - pottery shards and petroglyphs. We sang 
"Happy Birthday" to the state (we were more successful at that than the National Anthem had been.) 
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The views from here, across the Rio Grande, are spectacular. This is New Mexico! 

 

Friday night featured a pot luck dinner. I've never seen so much good home-cooked food; it looked like 
a Crock Pot convention. Early the next morning, saddling began for our Centennial Ride. It is a 
monumental task to prepare horses for 60+ riders! 
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The impressive caravan to San Lorenzo Canyon was as close as I have ever gotten to the feel of a big 
wagon train. 

 

Thunder checks it out. 
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As we took off, Dacodah asked Thunder to lead us up the trail. I have never been more proud of him. 
He seemed to understand his role, and led us beautifully, waiting for us whenever we lagged behind 
(60+ riders are difficult to keep at the same pace). Spanky acted as his deputy, and stayed nearby. 

.  

There were some truly remarkable moments. 
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Despite the warm sun, some snow lingers. My kids . . . leading the way. 
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After the big catered dinner and dance Saturday night (with a great live band called "Sons of the Rio 
Grande"), Sunday's ride took us along the river, swollen with run off from snows up north. 

 

Of course, Spanky has to play in the water . . . 
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Dacodah and his "Dacodah-cam", which he uses to film the rides. He has a remarkable ability to bring 
people together, and his attitude sets a very positive tone for everyone. The weekend was such a 
success because the participants wanted it to be, and made it so. 

 

I rode Belle bare back on this ride, as Thunder and Spanky again led us along. I even managed to stay 
aboard during some cantering. 
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After the ride, my kids grazed next to the old San Acacia church, one of the most frequently painted in 
New Mexico. No fences here. 
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It was a remarkable, memorable and historic weekend. Driving home I got a bad case 
of "rodeo blues". That's the feeling you get when you leave your "riding family" after 
spending such terrific time together. 
Thanks for joining us! 
Let's ride! 

 

MM 
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The most important thing about search and rescue is achieving a happy outcome -- 
finding the person safe and well. The most distinctive thing about it is the mystery of 
each mission. We are called (inevitably in the middle of the night), and told very little, 
where to meet, what time, and a couple of words about the lost person (the "subject"). 

So it was, in the middle of Sunday night, when the phone rang about 3:00 am. "Are 
you available for a mission at dawn today? Autistic 15 year old boy lost in White 
Sands National Park. Meet at Park Headquarters 6:00." So I get up in the dark, fumble 
around (the cats were not amused), feed the horses in the dark ("Huh?" they seemed to 
say). It was raining, hard. Hitched up the trailer in the dark, rain and mud, let Belle eat 
some breakfast for an hour. Dress and inventory gear. Load up and drive 100 miles to 
White Sands. 

I have to admit, it was a beautiful drive. The rain was concentrated on the mountains 
above the ranch -- the valley on the way to White Sands was beautiful in the golden 
dawning light. Belle kept popping her head out to see where we were going. She is a 
very good sport. 

When we arrived at the Park Headquarters, there was the usual flurry of activity 
(chaos, some would say). Law enforcement, search and rescue volunteers of all sorts, 
Park personnel (the Park was closed due to the search), and uniformed military (White 
Sands National Park is surrounded by one of the world's biggest air force bases and 
secret test facility). Belle took it all in. She was most interested to see some other 
horses. The Dona Ana County SAR Mounted Unit from Las Cruces was waiting to join 
the search, too. This is the first time we have worked together, and it was nice to meet 
other mounted volunteers. 

The Incident Command ordered all the mounted units to proceed to the far end of the 
Park, and begin an organized search of a rough area bordering the dunes. I believe 
horses excel in forested areas, where air and mechanized ground forces can be 
virtually useless (they are not allowed in wilderness areas). Here in the arid dunes, it 
seemed to me that air surveillance and ATV's would make the most sense. But in SAR, 
"Ours is not to wonder why . . ." 

The young subject had wandered off from his family more than 12 hours before, and 
could be almost anywhere by now. He had been out all night. With temperatures well 
above freezing, at least he was unlikely to have suffered hypothermia. But still, we 
were eager to get started. 
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As the sky starts to lighten, Belle watches the SAR horse trailers following us to the search location. 

 

In the middle of the dunes, Nora and I join forces with the other mounted SAR group. We are all 
volunteers, bound by a common goal. 
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It is a little daunting out here. The dunes stretch unidentifiably for miles. There had been enough wind 
overnight to obliterate any tracks. 
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Shortly after we began our mission, word comes through that, now in the light of morning, the 
helicopters (three Blackhawks) have located the subject just ahead of us. He is more than six miles from 
where he was last seen. He is healthy. That is very good news to us all (some searches go on for days). 
Now we are asked to locate a group of searchers from Holloman Air Base's 49th Wing Support, and let 
them know the update. 
We track them. There they are, in the distance - like a lost patrol of the Foreign Legion! 
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Soon the rest of their platoon joins our mounted searchers. With their modern gear, and our old 
fashioned horses, it is like a weird time warp. 

 

After riding some more, Belle and I were the last to leave. We stopped by the Base 
Camp to make certain that all the searchers were accounted for (it is a serious thing to 
end a mission with one of us missing!) 

As we did, the young man who had been lost and his family were just leaving. Despite 
the ordeal, they all seemed perfectly fine -- in fact, the boy was very excited to see 
Belle. When it was explained to him by his mother that the horse had been trying to 
find him, he wanted to thank her.  I unloaded Belle from the trailer, and it was a very 
special moment as they approached each other. Research has shown an unusual 
connection between horses and humans with autism. Somehow, they seem to 
understand each other in a special way. 

It was a very happy ending. 
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MM 
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All the snow is gone from the ranch (it has been in the 60's this week), but we hadn't 
visited Bonito Lake for a while, so went for a ride this afternoon to see what the 
conditions were up there. 
It really was a beautiful day. The lake is already nearly full again, from recent rains and snow run off. 

 

Many of the trails above the lake are still covered in snow and ice (ice can be very tricky for the horses). 
But the meadows were clear. Amazingly, along the streams and in ponds formed by melted snow, green 
grass has started to appear! 
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It looks scraggly, but Thunder thinks green grass is a delicacy this time of year. 
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Back home, the deer are enjoying the nice weather, too! 

 

Belle is a good hostess. "Should I get them some more corn?" 
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This little guy is right outside my door. 

 

"Got apples?" 
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Once a mom, always a mom. Mommie Cat with her little Onyx. 

 

MM 
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This past Saturday, Acacia Riding Adventures hosted a Poker Run in San Lorenzo 
Canyon. 
We arrived on Friday, just in time for an afternoon ride. Spanky checks out his neighbors at the 
schoolhouse pens. "Hey, Belle, COWS!" 

 

We trailered out before the rest of the riders, and were the first to arrive at the trailhead. We have 
always ridden here with Dacodah's horses, and as mine got out of the trailer, they were looking for their 
friends. 
"I wonder where they are. Do you smell 'em?" 
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We rode up a ridge and waited for the others to get there. Rather than be in a hurry to go, my guys 
knew we were waiting, and continued to watch the road below. Amazing how they think things out. 
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Lots of folks showed up for the Poker Run on Saturday morning. It's always a challenge to get everyone 
ready for a big ride like this. 

 

Once on the road, we presented an impressive caravan. 
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Thunder and Spanky watch the others mount up. 
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I just jumped on Belle bare back. 

 

They wait ahead for the group. They're really good about that. 
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With me on her back, Belle watches the other riders negotiate a hill. 

 

I am very proud of her. 
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She is a very patient horse. "You have no idea . . ." 

 

This really is beautiful country. 
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Dacodah inspires riders of all levels to do things they never imagined. 

 

I don't think Thunder ever imagined a life like this, either. 
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Thunder and Spanky just seem to know when it is time to join the others. 
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"Hey Thunder, how'd we get back here?" "It's our turn." 

 

At the end of a long ride, a well-deserved drink! 
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My idea of "Life Is Good". 

 

The ride was a great success, and a whole lotta fun. Thanks again, Dacodah! 
MM 
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Over the weekend, emissaries from the new Fort Stanton Garrison reenactment group 
came by to invite Belle and me to join their historic US Cavalry. They brought 
uniforms to show me, and a Civil War-era saddle to try on Belle. 
Larry Pope, an historian and antique tack expert, fits Belle with a ca.1862 US Cavalry halter, head stall 
and bit from his collection. 
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Authentic Civil War tack. I rode it, and it is surprisingly comfortable (there is no padding whatsoever for 
the rider). 

 

Re-enactors are very committed to authenticity, and this region offers lots of 
opportunity to recreate history. I told them Belle and I would think about it. On 
Sunday, I took the horses up to the crest of Capitan Gap for a ride. The area turned out 
to be very rocky. We rode for just an hour before giving up. So, to compensate, I took 
them back to Bonito Lake in search of soft dirt and green grass. 
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There is still a little snow along the shaded edge of the lake. 
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And green grass along all the little streams that feed into it. 
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A treat! 

 

This is watercress. It doesn't seem that something so delicate would flourish here this time of year. 
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The horses were in the mood to keep riding, so we continued on about 5 miles up to the Argentina 
Horse Campground. Along the way, we passed by a stable with rental horses. My guys said hello, but 
kept with me. The stable wrangler was amazed to see them going along so free. I was very proud of 
them. 

 

It's much higher at the campground, with some snow still on the ground. The horses visited the corrals, 
and we look forward to camping here again in the spring. 
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"Yeah, I like this one best." 

 

Headed home. 
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The Elk are back. Here are two I managed to catch behind the house. 

 

MM 
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Just on the outskirts of "downtown" Ruidoso is an area called Cedar Creek, it's so close 
to town, I never figured there would be much riding there -- but today we did some 
exploring. After running errands in the village (from their trailer, the horses love to 
gawk at people on the street), we discovered a network of trails which seems endless. 
Judging from the tire tracks, there must be lots of mountain bicycles at times, but we 
didn't see any today (many riders think that bikes and horses don't mix. Because of all 
our experiences with them in Sedona, these horses aren't bothered by bikes, and they 
do create nice smooth trails!) 
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The trails are soft, with very few rocky areas - some are even groomed with wood chips! 

 

And there are great views of Sierra Blanca. 
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Of course, we have to duck occasionally! 
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Cedar Creek offers water and grass along the way. 
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On these easy trails Thunder likes to go full out. Then we wait for Belle and Spanky, who usually take a 
more leisurely pace . . . 

 

"Why hurry?" 
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The cats agree . . . Onyx, Mom and Wilcox. 

 

Wishing you an unhurried weekend! 
MM 
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We have been spending lots of time near Bonito Lake, so for a change of scenery we 
headed to the open country north of Capitan. No pine trees, but plenty of grass and 
endless vistas. Oh, and cattle. 

Belle and Spanky were the first to spot them . . . way in the distance. 

 

That caught Thunder's attention. 
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Cattle. Lots of 'em. Headed toward us, and fast! 

 

Big ones, little ones, all sizes. 
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"Hey Belle, why are they running toward us? Aren't we supposed to be chasing them"? 

 

Within minutes, the whole herd was upon us, bellowing and looking somehow . . . expectant. 
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They seemed to want something. But what? 
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Even Belle, who usually loves to move cows, was perplexed. 

 

Spanky and Thunder, too. 
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Belle and Spanky kept their distance for a while. "What gives?" 

 

The cows just milled around and practically jumped into the trailer. 
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There is always one curious little one . . . 
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As we moved away, the cows watched, but didn't follow us. They seemed disappointed. 
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Whew! Let's have a drink! 

 

Its beautiful country out her; wide open. Are these ruins from Indians, or early ranchmen? 
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We discovered a well and a really big old stock water tank. It must feed other tanks below. It will make a 
nice place to skinny-dip this summer! 
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By now we are many miles from the trailer and those strange cows . . . 

 

So we head back at a good clip . . . when I hear something metallic hit the ground behind me. 
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Yup. Thunder threw a shoe. And I didn't have his "spare tire" rubber boot along. So, I got off and walked 
him back (to avoid the extra weight on his bare hoof, and to lead him around any rocky places). I got 
lots of exercise, and his hoof was fine (he got a new shoe the next day). 
"Who, me?" 

 

It was dark by the time we got back to the trailer. But we had our answer as to the 
cows' odd behavior. A lone cowboy in a pickup truck was delivering buckets of 
molasses supplement to them. Apparently the cattle were expecting it, and thought we 
were the delivery vehicle. 
Never underestimate a cow. 
MM 
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Elk, actually a species of deer, are among the largest of North American land 
mammals - only moose rival them in size - and can weigh up to 1,300 lbs. (as much as 
a horse). Before European settlers arrived, there were about 10 million elk in this 
country. Now there are fewer than one million. This predatory behavior (in fewer than 
40 years, white hunter’s slaughtered 60 million bison!) has made them very cautious of 
humans, and they have developed extremely elusive behavior. Living here, I often see 
them, but rarely do I capture them with my camera (many times I hear them without 
seeing them). 
The past couple of days I have been riding bareback without carrying a camera, and 
have seen more elk than usual. The horses have grown accustomed to seeing them, 
and actually seem to alert me to their presence on our rides. Elk are so majestic, it is 
almost mystical to glimpse them in the forest - they appear like phantoms . . . pause 
momentarily to stare directly into my eyes, silently ease behind a tree, and instantly 
disappear. 
Then early this cold and cloudy morning I went out to feed the horses, and saw a 
remarkable group on the open pasture above the barn. I grabbed my camera and am 
pleased to share these rare photos with you. 
While waiting for their breakfast, the horses spotted the elk first, gathered behind the pasture fence. 
They seemed to be socializing. 
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They easily leapt over the fence into the pasture. For their great size, elk are remarkably graceful. 

 

This time of year the males have shed their racks of antlers. This is probably a group of females (cows) 
and calves. Adult elk usually stay in single-sex groups for most of the year. 
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They are very curious of the horses and me. Since I have spotted them briefly in the forest, and always 
talk to them when I do, I think they may recognize my voice. They certainly weren't in a hurry to leave. 

 

There were two herds, totaling about 30 animals. I have never before seen that many at once. It is 
interesting that each group has one member who always keeps watch behind. 
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It was a very special morning! 

 

MM 
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There are many kinds of "valentines". 
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The fawn stopped eating his apple. It must be love. 
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"Will you be my Valentine?" 

 

MM 
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Last Thursday, I finally made a visit to Carlsbad Cavern. Nothing I had seen or heard 
prepared me for its beauty and vast scale. These photos really don't do it justice - but I 
want to share them with you. 
There are actually 117 caves in Carlsbad Caverns National Park -- the best known of 
which is Carlsbad Cavern, which has more than 30 miles of passages and rooms. 
(Another nearby cave, Lechuquilla Cavern, was discovered in 1986. It is more than 120 
miles long, and is being maintained in its pristine condition by allowing extremely 
limited access only to research scientists, who say some of its many unique microbes 
show great promise in cancer treatment - perhaps a cure.) 
Carlsbad Cavern can be accessed via elevators, or down a winding path through this natural entrance. 
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The world beneath is an incomparable realm of gigantic subterranean chambers, fantastic formations, 
and extraordinary vistas. 
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The largest chamber, called "Big Room" is 4,000 feet long and has 357,469 square feet of floor space - 
big enough for 14 football fields! 

 

I sure wish I could show this to the kids! 
MM 
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A few days ago we got about three inches of wet, fluffy snow. It's all gone now, but is 
sure was fun while it lasted! 

 

What do horses do on snow days? 
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Well, they run in it . . . 
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And they play in it . . . 
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And of course they roll in it! 
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What do cats do on snow days? 

 

MM 
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In 1899 the railroad finally got to this part of New Mexico. By 1905 they had 
discovered that the water found in the lower valley around Alamogordo was so hard 
it destroyed the steam boilers within months - the railroad needed fresh mountain 
water to run the trains. The Bonito River was chosen as the best source for this water, 
but it was 53 rugged miles from the train station below. In typical New Mexican 
pioneering spirit, the railroad set to work on "one of the greatest engineering events in 
New Mexico during the 20th century" - the Bonito Pipeline. 

The pipe drew water from the Bonito River (before Bonito Dam was built and created 
the lake we often ride around), and crossed private and public land. The first 16" 
diameter pipe was made of oak wood stays, fastened with metal bands, and sealed 
with creosote (when it was replaced with concrete and metal, the old oak pipe was 
salvaged and used to build many local barns and outbuildings - including my own). 
When construction was completed in 1914, the railroad had laid an astonishing 132 
miles between Bonito City (now Bonito Lake) and the cattle station of Pastura, New 
Mexico. The trenches were hand dug all those miles. Along the way, it passed through 
the Floy Skinner ranch - now my home - and continued to a natural depression in the 
hills nearby, where the water was stored in a reservoir before traveling down to the 
trains. 

Called Nogal Lake, the reservoir was about a half-mile across, and held 412 million 
gallons. It never held water very well. Mr. Skinner was paid 25 cents per cow, per day, 
to drive his cattle around the lake edge in an attempt to compact the soil and reduce 
the leakage. It failed (but made him a tidy sum). Other methods were tried and failed. 
Eventually the railroad just accepted that the reservoir would lose up to a million 
gallons a day to seepage. 

In order to get land rights, the railroad agreed to provide drinking water to places 
along the route, like Nogal City, still a mining boom town then. So an ambitious water 
treatment plant was constructed near the lake, along with caretakers home, and other 
outbuildings. 

With the coming of diesel trains in the 1940's, the railroad eventually gave up 
ownership of the water line. Although the pipe is still used to transport water today, 
the lake and treatment plant were abandoned by 1987. Yesterday, the horses and I 
went looking for signs of this part of New Mexico's past. 
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Although only a couple of miles from the ranch, we had never known the location of the old lake. Belle 
was the first to spot it. 

 

Spanky explores the dry lake bed. During the First World War, special clay was brought in, in attempt to 
stop the leakage. Some of it is still visible on the old lake bottom. The lake was once 36 ft. deep. 
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Today, a small stock tank provides water from the pipe to cattle . . . and to Thunder and Spanky. 

 

What looks like a mine is actually yet another failed attempt to stop the leaks; this well was dug, and 
cement poured in. Didn't work. 
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This derrick was used to control outflow from the lake into the treatment plant. 

 

The water treatment plant used a variety of methods to assure sanitary drinking water in cattle country, 
including the innovative use of chlorine. 
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These long-forgotten ruins are nearly 100 years old. 

 

It was a major undertaking back then. Even Spanky and Thunder seem impressed. 
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I think the horses were as curious of our exploration as I was. They seemed to enjoy checking things 
out. 

 

Here is some of the original 1907 wooden pipe, with staves like those used to build my barn. The later 
pipe is above. 
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This root cellar once was used by the plant's caretaker. The house was long since hauled away. 
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Nearby, cattle belonging to Opal and La Moyne Peters attracted Thunder's attention. The Peters know 
everything about this country; they both were born here. Each is 91 years old now, adorable, with great 
energy and memories, which they are generously sharing with me. They have been married 71 years, 
and still work the ranch. 
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The trail home after a most interesting ride. Thank you for sharing it, and learning more about our 
pioneer past. 

 

MM 
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The Rio Grande is North America's fourth longest river, traveling 2,000 miles from 
Colorado to the Gulf of Mexico. It runs through much of Dacodah's favorite riding 
area. This time of the year, the river carries lots of silt and mud from winter storms up 
north. That can make it difficult to negotiate (and stymied attempts by both Union and 
Confederate troops to move supply wagons along the river during the Civil War). 
Dacodah thought my loose horses might serve as guides - using their horse sense to 
find the best routes across. We formed a little party to explore the river. 
This part of the river is familiar to Dacodah. He wanted to find a good spot downstream. 
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This is the area we needed to cross. 

 

Belle and Spanky carefully explored sand bars and shallow spots. They found a good route for future 
rides. 
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Dacodah checks it out. 

 

Mission accomplished! 
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I'm proud of my "scouts"! 

 

MM 
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